Is the social robot a product of artificial intelligence or is it a perception product by our natural intelligence, revealing some crucial aspects of social and cultural human processing? Among the smart objects, the social robot cannot be distinguished by precise and well defined technical or morphological cues. Even though no serious and discriminative attributes can be given by any science knowledge -even the movement attribute, and the "autonomous" cognitive attribute are not clearly defined -in order to understand how an object becomes, perceptively, a subject (social robot), it is a fact that the automatons and the talking artefacts are now named robot, which is particularly attractive for general public, for scientists and engineers. However, is it a socio-cultural desire or a technical need to add the augmentation of the social space to the "augmented self" (self body and self environment abilities)?
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In this talk we will explore some social space perturbations in ecological conditions, such as elderly people suffering from isolation and interacting with a robot that can emit solely non-verbal speech primitives. Long term interactions were collected and analysed using the concepts of the Dynamic Affective Network for Social Entities (D.A.N.S.E.) theory. We will try to show that non-verbal speech primitives, organised in the D.A.N.S.E. 's "glue" paradigm, permit to predict the relations with the robot perceived by elderly as oriented inside or outside dominance, but also to explore in particular an empathic dimension. Through a Living Lab method, evaluation of these hypotheses and building of an empathic socio-affective HRI were conducted together, within strong ethical constraints. In particular the development of frail robots for frail people will be proposed as possible ethical perspective.
CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); • Applied computing → Arts and humanities.
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HRI, social robot, engagement, frail person, socio-affective speech, Living Lab ACM Reference Format: Véronique Aubergé. 2019. The Socio-Affective Robot: Aimed to Understand Human Links?. In 9th International Audio/Visual Emotion Challenge and Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the Owner/Author. AVEC '19, October 21, 2019 , Nice, France © 2019 She held in 1992 a PhD both in Language Sciences and in Computer Sciences. She was a research engineer at the French Company OROS (1986-91), a teacher at ENSIMAG (1991-94) and a CNRS researcher at ICP Lab which became GIPSA Lab ) and now at the LIG. She developed cognitive models, experiments and applications on human interactions in phonetics, spelling, prosody, language learning, and expressive text-to speech. She focuses on social robotics as instruments to observe and to design models of human interactional behaviors. She developed the co-construction FRACTALL methodology for experimenting in the Domus Living Lab some real life socio-damaged situations (elderly, children at hospital), for which the robot could be a transitory aid in ethical issues (frail robot, tender care etc). She proposed the D.A.N.S.E theory that explores the altruist dimension as a whole and complex domain, and which inhibits the potency and the social gravity. In particular she is implied in the LIG robotic Social-Touch-RobAir platform developed within the LIG fablab, and in robots developed by industrial partners (Awabot, Partnering Robotics etc). She is also implied in Arts & AI sciences performances.
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